
The Language of Connection 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2i1z43rrirtrjj8/AACapMzgPfxT_Hbw2l4UuLfra?dl=0&previe

w=PSU+The+Language+of+Connection.mp4 

In primary care, the consultation is the main tool we have to connect with patients and can be 

therapeutic in its own right. This video highlights some subtleties of language use which create a lack 

of alignment between doctor and patient. It offers supervisors the analytical terms to describe 

certain features of speech that they can use to support learners in honing their skills. 

Note for the Facilitator: 

➢ This is an interactive video designed to be used at Trainers’ Workshops or with other groups 

of clinicians. It may also be useful for learners to view in study groups or individually. 

➢ Please pause the video when indicated. Suggested points for discussion are signposted in the 

video.  

➢ Please share this sheet with the participants. 

Why this video was produced: 

The Professional Support Unit offers 1:1 sessions to GP trainees who are experiencing difficulty 

passing the Recorded Consultation Assessment (RCA). The linguists and educators facilitating these 

sessions noticed that there are subtle patterns of language which together, can create barriers with 

patients, and hence impact negatively on the consultation.     

The linguists were skilled at ‘naming’ these linguistic features, and this terminology helped facilitate 

discussions with trainees by allowing feedback on language to feel less personal - and hence enabled 

trainees to make changes without feeling attacked. 

Video Part One:  

Participants observe an extract from a GP consultation and comment on the connection between 

the doctor and the patient and identify factors affecting this. 

Key points for discussion: 

➢ Introductions: use and clarity of names; significance in terms of power balance/over 

familiarity 

➢ Topic leaps: sudden changes in topic without effective linking, giving a disjointed, 

unstructured feel to the interaction  

➢ Evidence of listening and attentiveness to what the patient is saying. 

Video Part Two:  

Participants are asked to focus closely on specific aspects of language. 

Key points for discussion: 

➢ ‘Institutionalised’ language: phrases that doctors use routinely with peers, but which have a 

specific professional meaning that the patient might not be aware of (e.g. ‘take a history’, 

‘manage the problem’, ‘treat this locally’). 

➢ Formulaic language: phrases that can become habitual and overused so that they lose 

sincerity and meaning (e.g. ‘I’m sorry to hear that’). These can feel particularly clunky if they 

are badly timed or followed by a topic leap. 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2i1z43rrirtrjj8/AACapMzgPfxT_Hbw2l4UuLfra?dl=0&preview=PSU+The+Language+of+Connection.mp4
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2i1z43rrirtrjj8/AACapMzgPfxT_Hbw2l4UuLfra?dl=0&preview=PSU+The+Language+of+Connection.mp4


➢ Verbal ‘tics’: inappropriately repeated phrases (‘That’s great, that’s great’ or ‘Ok, Ok’) 

➢ Different meanings of the word ‘We’: ‘you and I’ (sounds inclusive); ‘we doctors’ (distancing 

effect); ‘everybody’ (people generally)  


